
Year 3 – Term 2 
 

Welcome to Term 2 of the school year! 

English 
During English this term we are focusing on the book ‘Ice palace’– Ivan lives in a land where the 
winter is dark and fearful. Starjik, King of Winter, steals Ivan's little brother and Ivan braves the 
bitter cold to find him.  The story of Ivan’s journey and encounters is told through the engaging 
and descriptive text.   
 
Our focus this term is to continue to develop our care with presentation, improving handwriting 
and building on our spelling skills.  Most children have improved their presentation and some 
have even earned their pen licenses. Well done! 
 

Maths 

The children will be exploring many areas of Maths including: multiplication, division, shape, 

time and data handling.  

Showing their working out will become more important both with informal jotting and formal 

jottings such as empty number lines and arrays. 

 

We are continuing to focus on multiplication most children are becoming secure with 2, 3, 5, 10. 

We will continue to consolidate these as well as placing a greater emphasis on 3 and 4 times 

tables. Multiplication tests will continue weekly. 

 

Art/DT- Portrait/Cooking 

In art we are looking at the relationship between humans and will be using portraits to explore 

this. 

For DT this term we are making sweet treats. We will be learning about basic food hygiene, 

following a recipe and creating different types of dough. We hope you look forward to some 

yummy treats coming home. 

 

Science – Animals and Humans 

In science we are learning about the human body and animals. We will be researching about 

skeletons and muscles in humans and how this support humans to move. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PE 

The weather is turning very cold and we are intending to continue our outdoor PE lessons unless 

the weather is severe. Please ensure your child has jogging bottoms and a sweatshirt and that 

all items are named! 

 

Germany Class       France Class 

Monday – Indoor      Tuesday - Indoor 

Wednesday– Outdoor                    Wednesday - Outdoor 

 

 

Reminders 

English and Maths Homework will be alternated each week. It will be set every Friday. Please 

return all completed work by the following Wednesday– house points will be awarded. 

 

Home learning please complete one piece per week to the best of your ability. House points will 

be awarded for effort, presentation and interest. 

 
Spellings- Children have already been given list of weekly spellings for the term that children are 
expected to learn in year 3.  Some of the words are very tricky so any practice at home would be 
very helpful.   

 

Reading at home should take place daily and reading journals should be completed either by an 

adult or the child. Learning journals are expected to be given in each day to be checked. 

Children will be rewarded for regular reading and completed journals.  

 

 

 


